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Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. We introduce the notions of n-FP-gr-injective and n-gr-flat
modules. Then we investigate the properties of these modules by using the properties of
special finitely presented graded modules and obtain some equivalent characterizations
of n-gr-coherent rings in terms of n-FP-gr-injective and n-gr-flat modules. Moreover,
we prove that the pairs (gr-FIn, gr-Fn) and (gr-Fn, gr-FIn) are duality pairs over
left n-coherent rings, where gr-FIn and gr-Fn denote the subcategories of n-FP-gr-
injective left R-modules and n-gr-flat right R-modules respectively. As applications, we
obtain that any graded left (respectively, right) R-module admits an n-FP-gr-injective
(respectively, n-gr-flat) cover and preenvelope.
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1. Introduction

Graded rings and modules are a classical topic in algebra, and the homological
theory of graded rings has very important applications in algebraic geometry [14]. In
recent years, relative homological theory for graded rings has been studied by many
authors and has become a vigorously active area of research (cf. [2, 3, 11, 12, 19, 20]).
In particular, Garćıa Rozas et al. in [12] proved the existence of flat covers in
the category of graded modules over a graded ring. In [2, 22], the homological
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properties of FP-gr-injective modules were investigated and the results were applied
to characterize the gr-coherent rings.

As we know, coherent rings have been characterized in various ways, and many
nice properties were obtained for such rings in [4, 10, 13, 18, 21] and so on. For a non-
negative integer n, Costa in [8] introduced the notion of n-coherent rings. Following
[8], a left R-module M is said to be n-presented if it has a finite n-presentation, that
is, there exists an exact sequence Fn → Fn−1 → · · · → F1 → F0 → M → 0 with
each Fi finitely generated projective; and a ring R is called left n-coherent if every
n-presented left R-module is (n + 1)-presented. In [7], Chen and Ding introduced
the notions of n-FP-injective and n-flat modules, and they showed that there are
many similarities between coherent rings and n-coherent rings. Along the same
lines, it seems to be natural to extend the ideas of [7, 8] and studied the relative
homological theory associated to the notions of n-gr-coherent rings and n-presented
graded modules. The aim of this paper is to introduce and study n-FP-gr-injective
and n-gr-flat modules and show that these modules share many nice properties of
FP-gr-injective and gr-flat modules in [2, 22].

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we give some terminology and
some preliminary results. In Sec. 3, we introduce and study n-FP-gr-injective and
n-gr-flat modules for an integer n ≥ 1. In our study, the properties of special finitely
presented graded modules, defined via projective resolutions of n-presented graded
modules, play a crucial role. Then we obtain some equivalent characterizations of
n-gr-coherent rings in terms of n-FP-gr-injective and n-gr-flat modules. Section 4
is devoted to investigating duality pairs relative to n-FP-gr-injective and n-gr-flat
modules. It is shown that the pairs (gr-FIn, gr-Fn) and (gr-Fn, gr-FIn) are duality
pairs over left n-coherent rings, where gr-FIn and gr-Fn denote the subcategories
of n-FP-gr-injective left R-modules and n-gr-flat right R-modules respectively. As
applications, we get that any graded left (respectively, right) R-module admits
an n-FP-gr-injective (respectively, n-gr-flat) cover and preenvelope. In addition,
cotorsion pairs associated to n-FP-gr-injective and n-gr-flat modules are considered.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, all rings considered are associative with identity element
and the R-modules are unital. By R-Mod we will denote the Grothendieck category
of all left R-modules. Let G be a multiplicative group with neutral element e.
A graded ring R is a ring with identity 1 together with a direct decomposition
R =

⊕
σ∈G Rσ (as additive subgroups) such that RσRτ ⊆ Rστ for all σ, τ ∈ G.

Thus, Re is a subring of R, 1 ∈ Re and Rσ is an Re-bimodule for every σ ∈ G.
A graded left R-module is a left R-module M endowed with an internal direct sum
decomposition M =

⊕
σ∈G Mσ, where each Mσ is a subgroup of the additive group

of M such that RσMτ ⊆ Mστ for all σ, τ ∈ G. For any graded left R-modules M

and N , set

HomR-gr(M, N) := {f : M → N | f is R-linear and f(Mσ) ⊆ Nσ for any σ ∈ G}
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which is the group of all morphisms from M to N in the category R-gr of all graded
left R-modules (gr-R will denote the category of all graded right R-modules). It is
well known that R-gr is a Grothendieck category. An R-linear map f : M → N

is said to be a graded morphism of degree τ with τ ∈ G if f(Mσ) ⊆ Mστ for all
σ ∈ G. Graded morphisms of degree σ build an additive subgroup HOMR(M, N)σ

of HomR(M, N). Then HOMR(M, N) =
⊕

σ∈G HOMR(M, N)σ is a graded abelian
group of type G. We will denote ExtiR-gr and EXTi

R as the right derived func-
tors of HomR-gr and HOMR, respectively. Given a graded left R-module M , the
graded character module of M is defined as M+ := HOMZ(M, Q/Z), where Q

is the rational numbers field and Z is the integers ring. It is easy to see that
M+ =

⊕
σ∈G HomZ(Mσ−1 , Q/Z).

Let M be a graded right R-module and N a graded left R-module. The abelian
group M⊗R N may be graded by putting (M⊗R N)σ with σ ∈ G to be the additive
subgroup generated by elements x⊗ y with x ∈ Mα and y ∈ Nβ such that αβ = σ.
The object of Z-gr thus defined will be called the graded tensor product of M and N .

If M is a graded left R-module and σ ∈ G, then M(σ) is the graded left R-
module obtained by putting M(σ)τ = Mτσ for any τ ∈ G. The graded module
M(σ) is called the σ-suspension of M . We may regard the σ-suspension as an
isomorphism of categories Tσ : R-gr → R-gr, given on objects as Tσ(M) = M(σ)
for any M ∈ R-gr.

For any element m =
∑

σ∈G mσ of R, set Supp(m) := {σ ∈ G |mσ �= 0}.
Consider a set {Mi | i ∈ I} of graded left R-modules and let {∏i∈I Mi, πi} be
the direct product in R-Mod of the underlying left R-modules Mi, where πj :
∏

i∈I Mi → Mj denotes the jth canonical projection for each j ∈ I. Given m ∈
∏

i∈I Mi, define SUPP(m) :=
⋃

i∈I Supp(πi(m)) ⊂ G; and define
∏R-gr

i∈I Mi :=
{m ∈ ∏

i∈I Mi | SUPP(m) is finite}. Then {∏R-gr
i∈I Mi, πi} is the direct product

of the graded left R-modules {Mi | i ∈ I}. It is a graded left R-module, where
(
∏R-gr

i∈I Mi)σ = {m ∈ ∏R-gr
i∈I Mi | SUPP(m) ⊂ {σ}}. Observe that, as Re-modules,

(
∏R-gr

i∈I Mi)σ
∼= ∏

i∈I(Mi)σ for any σ ∈ G.
The injective objects of R-gr will be called gr-injective modules. Projective

(respectively, flat) objects of R-gr will be called projective (respectively, flat) graded
modules because M is gr-projective (respectively, gr-flat) if and only if it is a pro-
jective (respectively, flat) graded module. By gr-idRM , pdRM and fdRM we will
denote the gr-injective, projective and flat dimension of a graded module M , respec-
tively. The gr-injective envelope of M is denoted by Eg(M). A graded R-module
M is called FP-gr-injective if EXT1

R(N, M) = 0 for any finitely presented graded
R-module N . It can be proved that if R is gr-noetherian, then M is gr-injective if
and only if M is FP-gr-injective, and that if R is gr-coherent (that is, a graded ring
R such that given a family of graded flat R-modules {Fi}i∈I , the graded R-module
∏R-gr

i∈I Fi is flat), then M is FP-gr-injective if and only if M+ is flat.
The forgetful functor U : R-gr → R-Mod associates M to the underlying

ungraded R-module. This functor has a right adjoint F which associates M in
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R-Mod to the graded R-module F (M) =
⊕

σ∈G(σM), where each σM is a copy of
M written {σx |x ∈ M} with R-module structure defined by r ∗ τx = στ (rx) for
any r ∈ Rσ. If f : M → N is R-linear, then F (f) : F (M) → F (N) is a graded
morphism given by F (f)(σx) = σf(x).

For a graded ring R, let F be a class of graded left R-modules and M a graded
left R-module. Following [3], we say that a graded morphism f : F → M is an
F-precover of M if F ∈ F and HomR-gr(F ′, F ) → HomR-gr(F ′, M) → 0 is exact
for all F ′ ∈ F . Moreover, if whenever a graded morphism g : F → F such that
f ◦g = f is an automorphism of F , then f : F → M is called an F-cover of M . The
class F is called (pre)covering if each object in R-gr has an F -(pre)cover. Dually,
the notions of F-preenvelopes, F-envelopes and (pre)enveloping are defined.

3. n-FP-gr-Injective and n-gr-Flat Modules

In this section, we give a treatment of n-FP-gr-injective and n-gr-flat modules.
Some general properties of these modules are discussed.

Definition 3.1. Let n ≥ 0 be an integer. A graded left R-module F is called
n-presented if there exists an exact sequence

Pn → · · · → P1 → P0 → F → 0

in R-gr with each Pi finitely generated projective.
A graded ring R is called left n-gr-coherent if each n-presented graded left R-

modules is (n + 1)-presented.

If F is an n-presented graded left R-module, then there exists an exact sequence

Pn → · · · → P1 → P0 → F → 0

in R-gr with each Pi finitely generated projective. Set Kn := Im(Pn → Pn−1) and
Kn−1 := Im(Pn−1 → Pn−2). Then we get a short exact sequence

(∆) : 0 → Kn → Pn−1 → Kn−1 → 0

in R-gr with Pn−1 finitely generated projective. It follows that EXTn
R(F, A) ∼=

EXT1
R(Kn−1, A) for any graded left R-module A.

Note that Kn−1 and Kn obtained as above are finitely presented and finitely
generated in R-gr respectively. We call the objects Kn−1 and Kn special finitely
presented and special finitely generated graded left R-modules, respectively, and we
shall say the sequence (∆) : 0 → Kn → Pn−1 → Kn−1 → 0 in R-gr is a special
short exact sequence. Moreover, a short exact sequence 0 → A → B → C → 0 in
R-gr is called special gr-pure if the induced sequence

0 → HOMR(Kn−1, A) → HOMR(Kn−1, B) → HOMR(Kn−1, C) → 0

is exact for all special finitely presented graded left R-modules Kn−1. In this case,
A is said to be special gr-pure in B.
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Remark 3.2. (1) Obviously, 0-presented (respectively, 1-presented) graded left R-
modules are exactly finitely generated (respectively, finitely presented) graded
left R-modules. If m ≥ n, then m-presented graded left R-modules are n-
presented. Also, left 0-gr-coherent (respectively, 1-gr-coherent) rings are just
left gr-Noetherian (respectively, gr-coherent) rings.

(2) One checks readily that every finitely presented graded left R-module is n-
presented (n ≥ 2) if and only if R is a left gr-coherent ring. Moreover, a graded
ring R is left n-gr-coherent if and only if each special finitely generated graded
left R-module is finitely presented, and if and only if each special finitely pre-
sented graded left R-module is 2-presented.

The following lemma is the graded version of [17, Lemma 2.3].

Lemma 3.3. Let 0 → F1 → F2 → F3 → 0 be an exact sequence in R-gr. Then the
following statements hold for any n ≥ 0.

(1) If F1, F3 are n-presented, then so is F2.
(2) If F1 is n-presented and F2 is (n + 1)-presented, then F3 is (n + 1)-presented.
(3) If F2, F3 is (n + 1)-presented, then F1 is n-presented.

Ungraded n-presented modules have been investigated by many authors. For
example, Bravo, Gillespie and Hovey in [5] introduced and investigated FP∞-
injective modules in terms of modules of type FP∞, and Bravo and Pérez in [6]
introduced and investigated the FPn-injective modules in terms of n-presented mod-
ules for any n ≥ 0. More precisely, let R be an associative ring and M a left R-
module. Then M is called FPn-injective if Ext1R(L, M) = 0 for all n-presented left
R-modules L.

We claim that if we similarly use the derived functor EXT1 to define the FPn-gr-
injective and FP∞-gr-injective modules, then they are just the FPn-injective and
FP∞-injective objects in the category of graded modules respectively. In fact, if
M ∈ R-gr and L is an n-presented graded left R-module with n ≥ 2, then there is
an exact sequence

P2 → P1 → P0 → L → 0

in R-gr with each Pi finitely generated projective. By [20, Corollary 2.4.4], we have
the following commutative diagram with the rows being complexes

0 �� HOMR(P0, M) ��

∼=
��

HOMR(P1, M) ��

∼=
��

HOMR(P2, M)

∼=
��

0 �� HomR(P0, M) �� HomR(P1, M) �� HomR(P2, M)

which shows that EXT1
R(L, M) ∼= Ext1R(L, M).

Based on the above observation, we introduce the following.

Definition 3.4. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. A module M in R-gr is called n-FP-
gr-injective if EXTn

R(F, M) = 0 for any n-presented graded left R-module F . A
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module N in gr-R is called n-gr-flat if TorR
n (N, F ) = 0 for any n-presented graded

left R-module F .

We denote by gr-FIn (respectively, gr-Fn) the subcategory of all n-FP-gr-
injective (respectively, n-gr-flat) graded left (respectively, right) R-modules.

Remark 3.5. (1) By definition, we have that a module M ∈ R-gr is 1-FP-gr-
injective if and only if M is FP-gr-injective; and a module N ∈ gr-R is 1-gr-flat
if and only if N is a flat graded right R-module.

(2) In general, whenever 1 ≤ m ≤ n, every m-FP-gr-injective left R-module is n-
FP-gr-injective, and every m-gr-flat right R-module is n-gr-flat. Indeed, there
are the following implications:

gr-FI = gr-FI1 ⊆ gr-FI2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ gr-FIm ⊆ gr-FIm+1 ⊆ · · ·
gr-F = gr-F1 ⊆ gr-F2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ gr-Fm ⊆ gr-Fm+1 ⊆ · · · .

To see it, it suffices to show that every m-FP-gr-injective left R-module is
(m + 1)-FP-gr-injective. If M is an m-FP-gr-injective module and F is an
(m + 1)-presented graded left R-module, then there exists an exact sequence
0 → K → Q → F → 0 in R-gr, where Q is finitely generated pro-
jective and K is m-presented by Lemma 3.3. So we get the exactness of
0 → EXTm

R (K, M) → EXTm+1
R (F, M) → 0. Note that EXTm

R (K, M) = 0 since
M is m-FP-gr-injective, it follows that EXTm+1

R (F, M) = 0 for any (m + 1)-
presented graded left R-module F . Thus M is (m+1)-FP-gr-injective. Similarly,
we can deduce that every m-gr-flat right R-module is n-gr-flat.

(3) If N is an n-presented graded left R-module and 0 → Kn → Pn−1 → Kn−1 → 0
is a special short exact sequence in R-gr with respect to N , then from the
isomorphism EXTn

R(N, A) ∼= EXT1
R(Kn−1, A) for any graded left R-module

A, we conclude that a module M ∈ R-gr is n-FP-gr-injective if and only if
EXT1

R(Kn−1, M) = 0 for any special finitely presented graded left R-module
Kn−1.

The following example illustrates that, in general, n-FP-gr-injective (respec-
tively, n-gr-flat) modules need not be m-FP-gr-injective (respectively, m-gr-flat)
whenever m < n. Before that, recall that the FP-gr-injective dimension of a graded
left R-module M , denoted by FP-gr-idRM , is defined to be the least integer n such
that EXTn+1

R (N, M) = 0 for any finitely presented graded left R-module N , and
l.FP-gr-dim R = sup{FP-gr-idRM | M is a graded left R-module}.

Example 3.6. Let R be a graded ring with l.FP-gr-dimR ≤ 1 but not gr-regular,
for example, let R = k[X ] where k is a field. Then there exists a graded left R-
module which is not FP-gr-injective by [22, Proposition 3.11]. We claim that every
graded left R-module is 2-FP-gr-injective. In fact, let M be a graded left R-module
and F a 2-presented graded left R-module. Then there exists an exact sequence
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0 → M → E → L → 0 in R-gr with E gr-injective. It follows from [22, Lemma 3.7]
that L is FP-gr-injective and 0 → EXT1

R(F, L) → EXT2
R(F, M) → 0 is exact. Notice

that F is finitely presented, so we have EXT1
R(F, L) = 0. Thus, EXT2

R(F, M) = 0
for any 2-presented graded left R-modules F . Further, one can deduce that there
exists a 2-gr-flat module, but not gr-flat by Theorem 3.17.

We have the following easy observations.

Proposition 3.7. (1) Let {Mi}i∈I be a family of graded left R-modules. Then
∏R-gr

i∈I Mi is n-FP-gr-injective if and only if each Mi is n-FP-gr-injective.

(2) Let {Ni}i∈I be a family of graded right R-modules. Then
⊕

i∈I Ni is n-gr-flat
if and only if each Ni is n-gr-flat.

Proposition 3.8. Let M be a graded right R-module. Then M is n-gr-flat if and
only if M+ is n-FP-gr-injective.

Proof. By [12, Lemma 2.1], we have EXT1
R(N, M+) ∼= TorR

1 (M, N)+ for any
graded left R-module N . Let F be any graded left R-module. Then there exists
an exact sequence 0 → K → P → F → 0 in R-gr with P projective. Consider the
following commutative diagram with exact rows:

0 �� EXT1
R(K, M+) ��

∼=
��

EXT2
R(F, M+) ��

��

0

0 �� TorR
1 (M, K)+ �� TorR

2 (M, F )+ �� 0.

It follows that EXT2
R(F, M+) ∼= TorR

2 (M, F )+ for any graded left R-module F . By
using induction on n, one easily gets that EXTn

R(N, M+) ∼= TorR
n (M, N)+ for any

graded left R-module N , and so the assertion follows.

Proposition 3.9. The category of n-gr-flat right R-modules is closed under gr-pure
submodules and gr-pure quotients.

Proof. Let B be an n-gr-flat right R-module and A a gr-pure submodule of B.
Then there exists a gr-pure exact sequence 0 → A → B → B/A → 0 in gr-R, which
gives rise to a split exact sequence 0 → (B/A)+ → B+ → A+ → 0 in R-gr. By
Proposition 3.8, B+ is n-FP-gr-injective, and hence A+ and (B/A)+ is n-FP-gr-
injective as a direct summand of B+ by Proposition 3.7. Therefore, A and B/A is
n-gr-flat by Proposition 3.8.

Proposition 3.10. Let R be a ring graded by a group G and n ≥ 1 an integer.
Then the following statements are equivalent for a graded left R-module M .

(1) M is n-FP-gr-injective.
(2) M is gr-injective with respect to all special short exact sequences in R-gr.
(3) M(σ) is n-FP-gr-injective for any σ ∈ G.
(4) M is special gr-pure in any graded left R-module containing it.
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(5) M is special gr-pure in any gr-injective left R-module containing it.
(6) M is special gr-pure in Eg(M).
(7) M(σ) is gr-injective with respect to all special short exact sequences in R-gr for

any σ ∈ G.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) is trivial by Remark 3.5(3).
(2) ⇒ (1) Let N be an n-presented graded left R-module. Taking a special short

exact sequence 0 → Kn → Pn−1 → Kn−1 → 0 in R-gr with Pn−1 finitely generated
projective, which induces an exact sequence

HOMR(Pn−1, M) → HOMR(Kn, M) → EXT1
R(Kn−1, M) → 0.

Note that HOMR(Pn−1, M) → HOMR(Kn, M) → 0 is exact by assumption, it
follows that EXTn

R(N, M) ∼= EXT1
R(Kn−1, M) = 0. Thus M is n-FP-gr-injective,

as desired.
(3) ⇒ (1) and (4) ⇒ (5) ⇒ (6) are clear.
(2) ⇒ (3) Assume that N is an n-presented graded left R-module and 0 →

Kn → Pn−1 → Kn−1 → 0 is a special short exact sequence in R-gr with Pn−1

finitely generated projective. Then we get the exactness of

0 → HOMR(Kn−1, M)σ → HOMR(Pn−1, M)σ → HOMR(Kn, M)σ → 0

for any σ ∈ G. Now consider the following commutative diagram:

0 �� HOMR(Kn−1, M)στ ��

∼=
��

HOMR(Pn−1, M)στ ��

∼=
��

HOMR(Kn, M)στ

∼=
��

�� 0

0 �� HomR-gr(Kn−1, M(στ)) ��

∼=
��

HomR-gr(Pn−1, M(στ)) ��

∼=
��

HomR-gr(Kn, M(στ))

∼=
��

0 �� HOMR(Kn−1, M(σ))τ
�� HOMR(Pn−1, M(σ))τ

�� HOMR(Kn, M(σ))τ

with the upper row exact for any τ ∈ G. It follows that

0 → HOMR(Kn−1, M(σ))τ → HOMR(Pn−1, M(σ))τ → HOMR(Kn, M(σ))τ → 0

is exact, which gives rise to the exactness of

0 → HOMR(Kn−1, M(σ)) → HOMR(Pn−1, M(σ)) → HOMR(Kn, M(σ)) → 0.

It follows that EXTn
R(N, M(σ)) ∼= EXT1

R(Kn−1, M(σ)) = 0 and M(σ) is n-FP-gr-
injective for any σ ∈ G.

(1) ⇒ (4) Let N be an n-presented graded left R-module and Kn−1 a special
finitely presented graded left R-module. Then EXT1

R(Kn−1, M) ∼= EXTn
R(N, M) =

0 by assumption. Now suppose (†) : 0 → M → Q → Q/M → 0 is an exact sequence
in R-gr. Applying the functor HOMR(Kn−1,−) to the sequence (†), one gets the
following exact sequence

0 → HOMR(Kn−1, M) → HOMR(Kn−1, Q) → HOMR(Kn−1, Q/M) → 0.

Thus M is special gr-pure in Q and (4) follows.
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(6) ⇒ (1) Let N be an n-presented grade left R-module and Kn−1 a special
finitely presented graded left R-module. Then

0 → HOMR(Kn−1, M) → HOMR(Kn−1, E
g(M)) → HOMR(Kn−1, E

g(M)/M) → 0

is exact by (6). So EXTn
R(N, M) ∼= EXT1

R(Kn−1, M) = 0 and M is n-FP-gr-
injective.

(2) ⇔ (7) It follows directly from the isomorphism: HOMR(−, M)σ
∼=

HomR-gr(−, M(σ)) for any σ ∈ G.

Proposition 3.11. The category of n-FP-gr-injective left R-modules is closed
under gr-pure submodules.

Proof. Let A be an n-FP-gr-injective module and A1 a gr-pure submodule of A.
Then we have a gr-pure short exact sequence 0 → A1 → A → A/A1 → 0. Moreover,
for any n-presented graded left R-module N , take a special short exact sequence

0 → Kn → Pn−1 → Kn−1 → 0

in R-gr with Pn−1 finitely generated projective. Consider the following commutative
diagram with rows and columns exact:

0

��

0

��

0

��
0 �� HOMR(Kn−1, A1) ��

��

HOMR(Kn−1, A) ��

��

HOMR(Kn−1, A/A1)

��

�� 0

0 �� HOMR(Pn−1, A1) ��

��

HOMR(Pn−1, A) ��

��

HOMR(Pn−1, A/A1)

��

�� 0

0 �� HOMR(Kn, A1) �� HOMR(Kn, A) ��

��

HOMR(Kn, A/A1)

0.

Here, the upper row is exact since Kn−1 is finitely presented, and the middle column
is exact since A is an n-FP-gr-injective module. By the snake lemma, we have that
the sequence

0 → HOMR(Kn−1, A1) → HOMR(Pn−1, A1) → HOMR(Kn, A1) → 0

is exact. It follows that EXT1
R(Kn−1, A1) = 0. Thus A1 is an n-FP-gr-injective

module by Remark 3.5(3).

Let R and S be graded rings of type G. If A ∈ R-gr, B ∈ R-gr-S and C ∈ gr-S
with A finitely presented and C gr-injective, then there exists a natural isomorphism
([1, Lemma 2.3]):

HOMS(B, C) ⊗R A ∼= HOMS(HOMR(A, B), C) (3.1)
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Thus, if A is an n-presented graded left R-module and taking an exact sequence

Pn → · · · → P1 → P0 → A → 0

in R-gr with each Pi finitely generated projective, then we get the following com-
mutative diagram:

HOMS(B, C) ⊗R Pn
��

∼=
��

HOMS(B, C) ⊗R Pn−1
��

∼=
��

· · · �� HOMS(B, C) ⊗R P0
��

∼=
��

0

HOMS(HOMR(Pn,B),C) �� HOMS(HOMR(Pn−1,B),C) �� · · · �� HOMS(HOMR(P0,B),C) �� 0.

Moreover, if C is gr-injective, then the functor HOMS(−, C) is exact, and hence we
get the isomorphism

TorR
i (HOMS(B, C), A) ∼= HOMS(EXTi

R(A, B), C) (3.2)

for any 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and an exact sequence

TorR
n (HOMS(B, C), A) → HOMS(EXTn

R(A, B), C) → 0.

Proposition 3.12. Let M ∈ R-gr. If M+ is n-gr-flat, then M is n-FP-gr-injective.

Proof. Let N be an n-presented graded left R-module. By the above argument,
one gets the exact sequence TorR

n (M+, N) → EXTn
R(N, M)+ → 0. Since M+ is

n-gr-flat, we have TorR
n (M+, N) = 0, and so EXTn

R(N, M) = 0, which shows that
M is n-FP-gr-injective.

Proposition 3.13. Let F be an n-present graded left R-module and n ≥ 1 an
integer, and let {Mi}i∈I be a direct system of graded left R-modules with I directed.
Then we have

(1) There is the isomorphism lim−→EXTj
R(F, Mi) ∼= EXTj

R(F, lim−→Mi) for any 0 ≤
j ≤ n − 1.

(2) There is an exact sequence 0 → lim−→EXTn
R(F, Mi) → EXTn

R(F, lim−→Mi).

Proof. If F is an n-presented graded left R-module, then there exists an exact
sequence

Pn → · · · → P1 → P0 → F → 0

in R-gr with each Pi finitely generated projective. Thus, we get the following com-
mutative diagram:

0 �� lim−→HOMR(P0, Mi) ��

∼=
��

· · · �� lim−→HOMR(Pn−1, Mi) ��

∼=
��

lim−→HOMR(Pn, Mi)

∼=
��

0 �� HOMR(P0, lim−→Mi) �� · · · �� HOMR(Pn−1, lim−→Mi) �� HOMR(Pn, lim−→Mi.)

Note that {Mi}i∈I is a direct system of graded left R-modules with I directed and
the functor lim−→ is exact. So the assertion follows.
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Similarly, we have the following.

Proposition 3.14. Let F be an n-present graded left R-module and n ≥ 1 an
integer, and let {Mi}i∈I be a family of graded right R-modules. Then we have

(1) There is the isomorphism TorR
j (

∏gr-R
i∈I Mi, F ) ∼= ∏

i∈I TorR
j (Mi, F ) for any 0 ≤

j ≤ n − 1.
(2) There is an exact sequence TorR

n (
∏gr-R

i∈I Mi, F ) → ∏
i∈I TorR

n (Mi, F ) → 0.

By using an argument similar to the ungraded case, we have

Lemma 3.15. The following statements are equivalent for a finitely generated
graded left R-module A.

(1) A is finitely presented.
(2) (

∏R-gr
i∈I Li) ⊗R A ∼= ∏

i∈I(Li ⊗R A) for any class of graded right R-modules
{Li}i∈I .

(3) (
∏R-gr

i∈I R) ⊗R A ∼= AI for any set I.

Proposition 3.16. Let R be left n-gr-coherent. Then the category of n-FP-gr-
injective left R-modules is closed under direct sums.

Proof. Let {Mi}i∈I be a family of n-FP-gr-injective left R-modules and F an
n-presented graded left R-module. Then there exists a special short exact sequence

0 → Kn → Pn−1 → Kn−1 → 0

in R-gr. Since R is left n-gr-coherent, we have that F is (n + 1)-presented and Kn

is also special finitely presented. Consider the following commutative diagram:

0 �� HOMR(Kn−1,
L

i∈I Mi) ��

∼=
��

HOMR(Pn−1,
L

i∈I Mi) ��

∼=
��

HOMR(Kn,
L

i∈I Mi)

∼=
��

0 �� L
i∈I HOMR(Kn−1, Mi) �� L

i∈I HOMR(Pn−1, Mi) �� L
i∈I HOMR(Kn, Mi) �� 0

with the lower row exact. So the upper row exact, and hence EXT1
R(Kn−1,⊕

i∈I Mi) = 0. It follows that
⊕

i∈I Mi is n-FP-gr-injective by Remark 3.5(3).

We now are in a position to give the main result in this section.

Theorem 3.17. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. Then the following statements are equiv-
alent for a graded ring R.

(1) R is left n-gr-coherent.
(2) Any graded direct product of R is an n-gr-flat right R-module.
(3) Any graded direct product of n-gr-flat right R-modules is n-gr-flat.
(4) Any direct limit of n-FP-gr-injective left R-modules is n-FP-gr-injective.
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(5) TorR
n (HOMS(B, C), A) → HOMS(EXTn

R(A, B), C) is an isomorphism for any
graded ring S with A ∈ R-gr n-presented, B ∈ R-gr-S and C ∈ gr-S gr-
injective.

(6) lim−→EXTn
R(F, Mi) → EXTn

R(F, lim−→Mi) is an isomorphism for any n-present
graded left R-module F and any direct system {Mi}i∈I of graded left R-modules
with I directed.

(7) TorR
n (

∏gr-R
i∈I Mi, F ) → ∏

i∈I TorR
n (Mi, F ) is an isomorphism for any n-present

graded left R-module F and any family of graded right R-modules {Mi}i∈I.
(8) M ∈ R-gr is n-FP-gr-injective if and only if M+ is n-gr-flat.
(9) M ∈ R-gr is n-FP-gr-injective if and only if M++ is n-FP -gr-injective.

(10) M ∈ gr-R is n-gr-flat if and only if M++ is n-gr-flat.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (5) Let A ∈ R-gr be n-presented. Then A is (n + 1)-
presented since R is left n-gr-coherent. It follows that TorR

n (HOMS(B, C), A) ∼=
HOMS(EXTn

R(A, B), C) by (3.2).
(5) ⇒ (8) If M+ is n-gr-flat in gr-R, then M is n-FP-gr-injective by Proposition

3.12. Conversely, let S = Z, C = Q/Z and B = M . Then by assumption, we have
TorR

n (M+, A) ∼= EXTn
R(A, M)+ for any n-present graded left R-module A. Thus,

if M is n-FP-gr-injective, then EXTn
R(A, M) = 0. So TorR

n (M+, A) = 0 and M+ is
n-gr-flat, as desired.

(8) ⇒ (9) If M ∈ R-gr is n-FP-gr-injective, then M+ is n-gr-flat by assumption,
and so M++ is n-FP-gr-injective by Proposition 3.8. Conversely, if M++ is n-FP-gr-
injective, then we have a gr-pure exact sequence 0 → M → M++ → M++/M → 0
by [2, Lemma 2.3]. Thus M is n-FP-gr-injective by Proposition 3.11.

(9) ⇒ (10) Let M ∈ gr-R be n-gr-flat. Then M+ is n-FP-gr-injective by Propo-
sition 3.8. So M+++ is n-FP-gr-injective by assumption. By Proposition 3.8 again,
we get that M++ is n-gr-flat. Conversely, if M++ is n-gr-flat, then M , as a gr-pure
submodule of M++, is n-gr-flat by Proposition 3.9.

(10) ⇒ (3) Let {Mi}i∈I be a family of n-gr-flat right R-modules. By Propo-
sition 3.7(2), we have that

⊕
i∈I Mi is n-gr-flat. Then (

⊕
i∈I Mi)++ is n-gr-

flat by assumption. Now by the isomorphism (
⊕

i∈I Mi)+ ∼= ∏R-gr
i∈I M+

i , we
have that (

∏R-gr
i∈I M+

i )+ ∼= (
⊕

i∈I Mi)++ is n-gr-flat. On the other hand, since
⊕

i∈I Mi
+ is gr-pure in

∏R-gr
i∈I Mi

+, it follows that (
⊕

i∈I Mi
+)+ is a graded direct

summand of (
∏R-gr

i∈I Mi
+)+, and so (

⊕
i∈I Mi

+)+ is n-gr-flat. From the isomor-
phism

∏gr-R
i∈I M++

i
∼= (

⊕
i∈I M+

i )+, we have that
∏gr-R

i∈I M++
i is n-gr-flat. By

[2, Lemma 2.3], we have that Mi is gr-pure in M++
i and

∏gr-R
i∈I Mi is gr-pure in

∏gr-R
i∈I M++

i . Therefore
∏gr-R

i∈I Mi is n-gr-flat by Proposition 3.9. The assertion fol-
lows.

(3) ⇒ (2) is trivial.
(2) ⇒ (1) We will show that any n-presented graded left R-module is (n + 1)-

presented. Let F be an n-presented graded left R-module and 0 → Kn → Pn−1 →
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Kn−1 → 0 a special short exact sequence in R-gr. Then TorR
1 (

∏R-gr
i∈I R, Kn−1) ∼=

TorR
n (

∏R-gr
i∈I R, F ) = 0 by the dimension shifting. Note that

∏R-gr
i∈I R is an n-gr-flat

right R-module by assumption. So, we obtain the following commutative diagram
with exact rows:

0 �� (
∏R-gr

i∈I R) ⊗R Kn
��

f

��

(
∏R-gr

i∈I R) ⊗R Pn−1
��

g

��

(
∏R-gr

i∈I R) ⊗R Kn−1
��

h

��

0

0 �� KI
n

�� P I
n−1

�� KI
n−1

�� 0.

Because Kn−1 and Pn−1 are both finitely presented, we have that g and h are
isomorphisms by Lemma 3.15. So f is an isomorphism by the five lemma. By Lemma
3.15 again, we get that Kn is finitely presented. The assertion follows:

(1) ⇒ (6) Let A ∈ R-gr be n-presented. Since R is left n-gr-coherent, we have
that A is (n + 1)-presented. Now the assertion follows from Proposition 3.13(1).

(6) ⇒ (4) is trivial.
(4) ⇒ (1) Let F be an n-presented left R-module and 0 → Kn → Pn−1 →

Kn−1 → 0 a special short exact sequence. It suffices to show that the special
finitely generated graded left R-module Kn is finitely presented. Suppose that
{Ei}i∈I is a direct system of gr-injective left R-modules. Then each Ei is n-FP-gr-
injective, and hence lim−→Ei is n-FP-gr-injective by (4). Thus EXT1

R(Kn−1, lim−→Ei) ∼=
EXTn

R(F, lim−→Ei) = 0 and we get a commutative diagram as follows:

HOMR(Kn−1, lim−→Ei)
f ��

��

lim−→HOMR(Kn−1, Ei)

��
HOMR(Pn−1, lim−→Ei)

g ��

��

lim−→HOMR(Pn−1, Ei)

��
HOMR(Kn, lim−→Ei) h ��

��

lim−→HOMR(Kn, Ei)

��
0 0,

where all columns are exact. Since Kn−1 and Pn−1 are both finitely presented and
each Ei is gr-injective, we have that f and g are isomorphisms by [22, Lemma 3.1].
Thus h is an isomorphism, and therefore Kn is finitely presented by [22, Lemma 3.1]
again.

(1) ⇒ (7) Since any n-presented graded left R-module is (n + 1)-presented over
a left n-gr-coherent ring R, the assertion follows directly from Proposition 3.14(1).

(7) ⇒ (3) is trivial.
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4. Covers and Preenvelopes by n-FP-gr-Injective
and n-gr-Flat Modules

In this section, all rings are assumed to be left n-gr-coherent rings. Holm and
Jørgensen [15] introduced the notion of duality pairs for the category of ungraded
modules, and the duality pairs play an important role in the aspect of showing the
existence of covers and preenvelopes. Now we generalize this notion to the category
of graded modules as follows.

Definition 4.1. A duality pair over a graded ring R is a pair (M, C), where M
is a class of graded left (respectively, right) R-modules and C is a class of graded
right (respectively, left) R-modules, subject to the following conditions:

(1) For any graded module M , one has M ∈ M if and only if M+ ∈ C.
(2) C is closed under direct summands and finite direct sums.

A duality pair (M, C) is called (co)product-closed if the class of M is closed
under graded direct (co)products; and a duality pair (M, C) is called perfect if it is
coproduct-closed, M is closed under extensions and R belongs to M.

The following theorem is the graded version of [15, Theorem 3.1].

Theorem 4.2. Let (M, C) be a duality pair. Then M is closed under gr-pure
submodules, gr-pure quotients and gr-pure extensions. Furthermore, the following
hold :

(1) If (M, C) is product-closed, then M is preenveloping.
(2) If (M, C) is coproduct-closed, then M is covering.
(3) If (M, C) is perfect, then (M,M+) is a perfect cotorsion pair.

Proof. First we will prove that M is closed under gr-pure submodules, gr-pure
quotients and gr-pure extensions, that is, given a gr-pure exact sequence 0 → M ′ →
M → M ′′ → 0 of graded R-modules, then M ∈ M if and only if M ′, M ′′ ∈ M.
Applying the functor HOMZ(−, Q/Z) to the above sequence, we get a split exact
sequence 0 → M ′′+ → M+ → M ′+ → 0 by [2, Proposition 2.2]. By Definition
4.1(2), it follows that M+ ∈ C if and only if M ′+, M ′′+ ∈ C. So M ∈ M if and only
if M ′, M ′′ ∈ M by Definition 4.1(1).

Similar to the proofs of the parts (1), (2) and (3) in [15, Theorem 3.1], we obtain
easily the rest of the desired results.

Proposition 4.3. The pair (gr-Fn, gr-FIn) is a duality pair.

Proof. For any M ∈ gr-R, we have that M ∈ gr-Fn if and only if M+ ∈ gr-FIn

by Proposition 3.8. Also, the category gr-FIn is closed under direct summands
by Proposition 3.7(1), and is closed under direct sums by Proposition 3.16. So the
assertion follows.

Theorem 4.4. The category gr-Fn is covering and preenveloping.
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Proof. Since the category gr-Fn of all n-gr-flat right R-modules is closed under
direct sums by Proposition 3.7(2), the duality pair (gr-Fn, gr-FIn) is coproduct-
closed. By Theorem 4.2(2), we have that gr-Fn is covering.

Since any graded direct product of n-gr-flat modules is n-gr-flat by Theo-
rem 3.17, it follows that the duality pair (gr-Fn, gr-FIn) is product-closed. Thus,
the category gr-Fn is preenveloping by Theorem 4.2(1).

Now we turn to discuss the pair (gr-FIn, gr-Fn).

Proposition 4.5. The pair (gr-FIn, gr-Fn) is a duality pair.

Proof. By Theorem 3.17, we have that M ∈ gr-FIn if and only if M+ ∈ gr-
Fn for any M ∈ R-gr. Also, the category gr-Fn is closed under direct summands
and direct sums by Proposition 3.7(2). Thus, the pair (gr-FIn, gr-Fn) is a duality
pair.

Theorem 4.6. The category gr-FIn is covering and preenveloping.

Proof. By Proposition 3.16, the category gr-FIn of all n-FP-gr-injective left R-
modules is closed under direct sums. It follows that the duality pair (gr-FIn, gr-Fn)
is coproduct-closed. So gr-FIn is covering by Theorem 4.2(2).

Since any graded direct product of n-FP-gr-injective left R-modules is n-FP-gr-
injective, the duality pair (gr-FIn, gr-Fn) is product-closed. By Theorem 4.2(1),
we have that gr-FIn is preenveloping.

Remark 4.7. By Propositions 3.9 and 3.11, we have that gr-Fn is closed under
gr-pure submodules and gr-pure quotients and gr-FIn is closed under gr-pure sub-
modules. We point out that if R is a left n-gr-coherent ring, then we may directly
obtain the same results by Propositions 4.3, 4.5 and Theorem 4.2; moreover, gr-FIn

is also closed under gr-pure quotients.

Now we give some equivalent characterizations for RR being n-FP-gr-injective
in terms of the properties of n-FP-gr-injective and n-gr-flat modules.

Theorem 4.8. The following statements are equivalent :

(1) RR is n-FP-gr-injective.
(2) Every graded module in gr-R has a monic n-gr-flat preenvelope.
(3) Every gr-injective module in gr-R is n-gr-flat.
(4) Every graded flat module in R-gr is n-FP-gr-injective.
(5) Every graded projective module in R-gr is n-FP-gr-injective.
(6) Every graded module in R-gr has an epic n-FP-gr-injective cover.

Proof. (4) ⇒ (5) ⇒ (1) and (6) ⇒ (1) are trivial.
(1) ⇒ (2) Let M be a graded right R-module. Then M has an n-gr-flat preenve-

lope g : M → Q by Theorem 4.4. Since (RR)+ is a cogenerator in gr-R, there exists
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an exact sequence 0 → M → ∏gr-R
i∈I (RR)+. Since RR is n-FP-gr-injective in R-gr

by assumption, we have that (RR)+ is n-gr-flat in gr-R by Theorem 3.17 since R is
left n-gr-coherent. It follows that

∏gr-R
i∈I (RR)+ is n-gr-flat. Consider the following

commutative diagram:

0

��
M

��

g �� Q

��� � � �

∏gr-R
i∈I (RR)+

One gets that the n-gr-flat preenvelope g : M → Q is monic.
(2) ⇒ (3) If E is a gr-injective right R-module, then E has a monic n-gr-flat

preenvelope 0 → E → Q by assumption. Since E is gr-injective, we have that E,
as a direct summand of Q, is n-gr-flat by Proposition 3.7(2).

(3) ⇒ (4) Let M be a flat graded left R-module. Then M+ is gr-injective, and
hence M+ is n-gr-flat by assumption. It follows that M is n-FP-gr-injective by
Proposition 3.12, as desired.

(1) ⇒ (6) Let M be a graded left R-module. Then M has an n-FP-gr-injective
cover f : E → M by Theorem 4.4. On the other hand, there exists an exact
sequence

⊕
σ∈S R(σ) → M → 0 for some S ⊆ G. Since R(σ) is n-FP-gr-injective

by assumption, we have that
⊕

σ∈S R(σ) is n-FP-gr-injective by Proposition 3.16.
Thus f is epic.

In the following, we consider cotorsion pairs associated to n-FP-gr-injective and
n-gr-flat modules.

Definition 4.9 ([12]). A pair (F , C) of classes of graded left R-modules is called
a cotorsion pair in R-gr if the following properties are satisfied.

(1) Ext1R-gr(F, C) = 0 for every F ∈ F , C ∈ C.
(2) Ext1R-gr(F, C) = 0 for every F ∈ F , implies C ∈ C.
(3) Ext1R-gr(F, C) = 0 for every C ∈ C, implies F ∈ F .

A cotorsion pair (F , C) is said to be perfect if any graded left R-module has an
F -cover and a C-envelope; a cotorsion pair (F , C) is called hereditary if whenever
0 → F ′ → F → F ′′ → 0 is exact in R-gr with F, F ′′ ∈ F , then F ′ is also in F ; and a
cotorsion pair (F , C) is called complete provided that for any graded R-module M ,
there exist exact sequences 0 → M → C → D → 0 and 0 → C′ → D′ → M → 0 of
graded R-modules with C, C′ ∈ C and D, D′ ∈ F .

In [9], Eklof and Trlifaj proved that a cotorsion pair (A,B) in R-Mod is complete
when it is cogenerated by a set. This result actually holds in any Grothendieck
category with enough projectives, as Hovey proved in [16].
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Proposition 4.10. (1) If R is a self n-FP-gr-injective ring, then the pair
(gr -FIn, (gr -FIn)+) is a perfect cotorsion pair.

(2) The pair (⊥gr -FIn, gr -FIn) is a hereditary cotorsion pair.

Proof. (1) By Proposition 4.5, we have that (gr-FIn, gr-Fn) is a duality pair.
Note that R belongs to gr-FIn by assumption. Since the category gr-FIn is closed
under extensions by definition, and is closed under direct sums by Proposition 3.16,
we have that (gr-FIn, gr-Fn) is a perfect duality pair. So (gr-FIn, (gr-FIn)+) is
a perfect cotorsion pair by Theorem 4.2(3).

(2) For any X ∈ ⊥(gr-FIn), we have X(σ) ∈ ⊥(gr-FIn) for any σ ∈ G. Suppose
that M ∈ (⊥(gr-FIn))⊥ and 0 → Kn → Pn−1 → Kn−1 → 0 is a special short exact
sequence in R-gr with respect to an n-presented graded left R-module N . Then
Kn−1 ∈ ⊥(gr-FIn) and M(σ) ∈ (⊥(gr-FIn))⊥ for any σ ∈ G. It follows that

EXT1
R(Kn−1, M)σ

∼= Ext1R-gr(Kn−1, M(σ)) = 0.

So EXT1
R(Kn−1, M) = 0, and hence M ∈ gr-FIn by Remark 3.2(3).

Now suppose that 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 is a short exact sequence in
R-gr with M, M ′ ∈ gr-FIn and F is an n-presented graded left R-module. Then
F is (n + 1)-presented since R is left n-gr-coherent. So we have the following exact
sequence:

EXTn
R(F, M) → EXTn

R(F, M ′′) → EXTn+1
R (F, M ′).

It is clear that EXTn
R(F, M) = 0, and EXTn+1

R (F, M ′) = 0 since M ′ is (n + 1)-
FP-gr-injective by Remark 3.5(2). So we have that EXTn

R(F, M ′′) = 0 for any
n-presented graded left R-module F and M ′′ is n-FP-gr-injective. Consequently,
(⊥(gr-FIn), gr-FIn) is a hereditary cotorsion pair.

Proposition 4.11. The pair (gr-Fn, (gr-Fn)⊥) is a hereditary perfect cotorsion
pair.

Proof. By Proposition 4.3, we have that (gr-Fn, gr-FIn) is a duality pair. Note
that the category gr-Fn is closed under extensions and direct sums and R belongs
to gr-Fn. So (gr-Fn, gr-FIn) is a perfect duality pair, and hence (gr-Fn, (gr-Fn)⊥)
is a perfect cotorsion pair by Theorem 4.2(3).

On the other hand, one checks readily that if there exists an exact sequence
0 → A → B → C → 0 in gr-R with B, C n-gr-flat, then A is also n-gr-flat. Thus,
the pair (gr-Fn, (gr-Fn)⊥) is a hereditary cotorsion pair.

Remark 4.12. (1) Proposition 4.10(2) shows that the pair (⊥(gr-FIn), gr-FIn)
is a hereditary cotorsion pair. By SFPg we denote the subcategory of all the
special finitely presented graded left R-modules. We point out that the pair
(⊥(gr-FIn), gr-FIn) is also a complete cotorsion pair since it is cogenerated
by a set of representatives for SFPg in R-gr.
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(2) Let 1 ≤ n ≤ m be integers. If we denote by gr-Presn the class of all n-presented
graded left R-modules, then clearly

gr-Presn ⊆ gr-Presn+1 ⇒ gr-Presm ⊆ gr-Presm+1,

that is, each left n-gr-coherent ring is left m-gr-coherent. In addition, given two
cotorsion pairs (A,B) and (C,D), we write (A,B) � (C,D) if B ⊆ D. Therefore,
in our setting, we get a series of cotorsion pairs as follows:

(i) there are the following hereditary complete cotorsion pairs:

(⊥(gr-FIn), gr-FIn) � · · · � (⊥(gr-FIm), gr-FIm)

� (⊥(gr-FIm+1), gr-FIm+1) � · · ·
(ii) there are the following hereditary perfect cotorsion pairs:

(gr-Fn, (gr-Fn)⊥) � · · · � (gr-Fm, (gr-Fm)⊥)

� (gr-Fm+1, (gr-Fm+1)⊥) � · · · .
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